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Abstract. Consistency constraints placed on a database to assure, that values
incorporated in the database are consistent, are a well known foundation of
Geographical Information Systems. Unfortunately in real situations rules for
consistency constraints are not so clear, and inconsistent ontologies are common
place, not least in geographical information, covering as it does a much wider
realm than many other information systems I have suggested elsewhere 5-tiers of
ontology for GIS. Such an ontology can integrate diŒerent ontological approaches
in a uni� ed system. In this paper the relation of the 5-tier ontology and consistency
constraints is explored, and it is shown that diŒerent constraints are appropriate
to diŒerent tiers.

1. Introduction
Consistency constraints are included in all descriptions of how Geographic

Information Systems should be built (Laurini and Milleret-RaŒort 1991, Worboys
1995). It is generally assumed that a set of rules which assure consistency can be
added to a database (Zaniolo et al. 1997), and also to a GIS. These rules are simple
formulae which test if a value or a set of values is consistent. The database system
then guarantees that all data stored in the database are respecting these rules (this
is enforced by the so-called transaction system; Gray and Reuter 1993). I have
described such approaches as early as my PhD thesis (Frank 1983).

Unfortunately, all practical situations are much less clear: rules for consistency
constraints suggested in the literature have been very simpli� ed examples and in
many practical systems the same concepts have been guidelines rather than strict
rules. How to handle rarely occurring exceptional situations remains an open
problem.

A database and, consequently, a GIS is based on one—not necessarily consist-
ent—ontology. Philosophers have proposed many diŒerent ontologies. Despite hun-
dreds of years of eŒort, it has been impossible to reconcile the diŒerences between
them and to establish a single, widely accepted ontology. Inconsistencies in the
founding ontology for a database create problems later during usage. The demand
for large ontologies which cover major parts of human activities has led to the CYC
and similar projects (Lenat et al. 1990). I suggested the construction of re-usable
ontologies (Frank 1997). Today, the production of ‘ontology’ is an emerging business
(ONTOS 2001). Consistency constraints are an important, but often neglected, part
of these ontologies.

The design of Geographic Information Systems, which cover information about
objects and properties in the world with respect to their location (Longley et al.
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1999), involves ontologies. Indeed, such systems are ontologically more demanding
than ordinary administrative information systems. They span a much larger diversity
of kinds of things: from the description of the elevation of the surface of the earth
to the description of the natural land cover (woods, � elds, etc.) and morphology
(mountains, valleys, etc.). They also include man-made features like roads and build-
ings as well as arti� cial boundaries between a range of diŒerent sorts of political
and administrative units (Smith 1995). This broad range of ‘kinds of things’ covered
leads, as will be shown in this paper, to very diŒerent kinds of consistency rules.

I have suggested that an ontology for GIS and other, large scale, physical reality
related systems should be built as a coordinated set of tiers of ontology (� gure 1).
Tier 0 of the ontology assumes that there exists a physical reality, which may best
be imagined as a four-dimensional continuous � eld of attribute values. This could
be considered as the ontology proper, where the following tiers are perhaps more
akin to what some authors would assign to the realm of epistemology. Tier 1 covers
the point-wise observation of this reality by cognitive agents. Tier 2 discusses how
agents form objects from point-wise observations; this is somewhat similar to
Aristotle’s metaphysics. Tier 3 embraces social reality in the sense of Searle (1995)
and other socially constructed elements (Berger and Luckmann 1996). Tier 4, � nally,
deals with the ideas cognitive agents have about the world.

An ontology constructed from tiers can integrate diŒerent ontological approaches
in a uni� ed system. In particular, it can deal with the classical problem of GIS—
namely the integration of vector and raster data (Peuquet 1988, Winter and Frank
2000) and merge a plenum, continuous space ontology with Aristotle’s ‘natural kind’
ontology of objects. We can also integrate the ontology of ‘social reality’ described
by Searle (1995).

A very extensive description of the tiered ontology will appear as a book chapter
discussing ontology for spatio-temporal databases (Frank, in press, a); a brief descrip-
tion stressing the integration of multiple ontologies was presented at the Wittgenstein
Symposium (Frank, in press, b). The current paper focuses on consistency constraints;
it demonstrates how database consistency constraints are part of the ontology and
shows that the interpretation of consistency constraints is related to the tiers of the
ontology.

I am not interested here in terminological discussions and I use terms like
‘ontology’ in a generic way; Guarino (1997) has shown the many diŒerent uses of
the term by diŒerent authors and I do not want to add to this list. My approach is
empirical and stresses our daily experience in interacting with the world as a source
of knowledge to build ontologies.

In this paper, every tier is described brie� y and then the special questions posed
for consistency constraints for this kind of data are addressed. This demonstrates
that consistency constraints for each tier require substantially diŒerent solutions.
The conclusions summarize and contrast these approaches.

Figure 1. The � ve tiers of ontology.
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2. Physical reality seen as an ontology of a four-dimensiona l � eld
The physical laws which describe the behaviour of the macroscopic world can

be expressed as diŒerential equations, which describe the interaction of a number of
properties in space—the whole seen as forming a continuum. A number of properties
can be observed for each point in space and time: colour, the forces acting at that
point, the material and its properties ( like mass, melting point temperature, and so
on). Movement of objects can be described as changes in these properties. The
description of reality via diŒerential equations (e.g. the description of forces in a
plate under a load) is widely used in mechanical and civil engineering, geology, etc.
This view is also quite natural for most ‘global systems’ studies (Mounsey and
Tomlinson 1988).

A � eld can be observed at every point in space and time for diŒerent properties:

f (x, y, z, t ) 5 a

The processes occurring in this physical reality have spatial and temporal exten-
sions: some are purely local and happen very fast; others aŒect very large regions
and are very slow. The processes of objects moving on the tabletop are fast (m sec Õ 1 )
and the spatial extent is small (m); movement of persons in cities is again fast
(m sec Õ 1 ) and the movements of the buildings very slow (mm annum Õ 1 ); geological
processes aŒect large areas (1000 km2 ) and are very slow (mm annum Õ 1 ). One can
thus associate diŒerent processes with diŒerent frequencies in space and time (Fraser
1981). Each science has a certain scope: it is concerned with processes in a speci� c
spectrum of space and time which interact strongly; other processes, not included in
this scope, appear then to be either so slow or so fast that they can be considered
constant.

Space and time form together a four-dimensional space in which other properties
are organized. Giving space and time a special treatment results in simpler formula-
tions of the physical laws which are of particular interest to humans. For example,
the mechanics of solid bodies, e.g. the movement of objects on a tabletop, is explain-
able by Newtonian mechanical laws, which relate phenomena easily observable for
humans in a simple form (s 5 vt, etc.). Other sciences, for example, astrophysics, prefer
other coordinate systems in which mass is included.

However, the assumption that the formula a 5 f (x, y, z, t ) describes a regular
univalued function is equivalent to the assumption that there is only one single
space-time world and excludes ‘parallel universes’ as parts of reality.

2.1. W hat follows for consistency constraints?
Physical reality is understood as following the ‘natural laws’, i.e. rules which are

thought to be universally valid and of which we have knowledge from empirical
observations. The speed of an object is related to the acceleration by the formula
v 5 at ; water � ows under the in� uence of gravity downhill. As these rules are univer-
sally valid, they are good candidates to be included in an information system as
constraints on the data. Data which violates such rules is most likely in error.

The formulation of natural laws appears � xed and precise. For example, the
speed of a coin in my pocket while I walk in a train is the vector addition of the
diŒerent velocity vectors, vs 5 va 1 vb 1 vc . This ‘universal rule’ is only a valid approxi-
mation and usable if all velocities are very small in comparison with the speed of
light—otherwise the more complex Lorenz-Transformations describe the situation
better. Gravity provides examples more relevant for GIS: for water runoŒcalculations
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only the direction of the gravity vector is used and its value is not considered; for
commercial applications, the value of gravity is considered constant (i.e. the principle
of conservation of mass is equivalent to conservation of weight of objects).

This example demonstrates a general trend: widely applicable rules describing
physical laws are not as universal as often implied. They are typically simpli� ed to
cover typical applications. They are valid for disciplinary viewpoints, i.e. speci� c
combinations of size of objects and temporal resolution. They require adaptation
for applications outside of these limits.

3. Observation of physical reality
Agents observe the physical reality with their senses or with technical instru-

ments—at the current time, the ‘now’. Results of observations are measurement
values on some measurement scale (Stevens 1946), which may be quantitative or
qualitative.

Observation with a technical measurement system such as remote sensing comes
very close to an objective, human-independent observation of reality. Many technical
systems allow the synchronous observations of an extent of space at the same time,
for example, remote sensing of geographical space from satellite. A regular grid is
used and the properties observed are energy re� ected in some bands of wavelength;
typically the visible spectrum plus some part of infrared.

Observation through sampling of many points of the environment is also eŒected
by our eyes and similarly used by robots, where TV cameras sample the � eld in a
regular grid. They are to guide the actions of the robot in manipulating objects or
guiding its movements through buildings (Kuipers 1998).

Observation of reality is always marked by imprecision—the knowledge we
acquire is never perfect. The technical eŒects of our measurement systems allow us
at best measurements up to 10–13 , which is, incidentally, much worse than the
theoretical limits imposed by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.

3.1. Consistency constraints for observations as statistical tests
Consistency constraints must allow for observation errors. If coordinate values

for two points are previously stored in the database and an observation for the
distance is entered, one must not expect the observed measurement to be accurately
the same as the computed distance value. Any observation which is consistent with
the statistical distribution of measurement values according to the expected error is
consistent with the data.

The theoretical di� culties associated with the storage of coordinate values have
led us to propose to store the results of the measurements and to construct a GIS
on the base of measurements, not the stored coordinates (Buyong et al. 1991, Buyong
1992, Haunold et al. 1997). Consistency checks for newly entered measurements in
a measurement-based GIS are then the same as the methods of testing measurements
to eliminate gross errors. One compares the results after adjustment and identi� es
those which are most unlikely. T-statistics are typically used (Kreyszig 1973). It is
clear that a simple comparison of input values with values computed from the
database is not su� cient to determine if a newly entered measurement is consistent
with previous measurements.

4. Objects with properties
Our cognitive system is so eŒective because, from the array of sensed values, it

forms individuals, which are usually called objects, and it reasons about them.
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Thinking of tables and books and people is much more eŒective than seeing the
world as consisting of data values for sets of cells, regularly subdivided across a grid
(three-dimensional cells, often called voxels) . It is economical to store properties of
objects and not deal with individual raster cells. Experience has taught us how to
structure reality as collection of objects. As John McCarthy and Patrick Hayes have
pointed out:

...suppose a pair of Martians observe the situation in a room. One Martian analyses it as
a collection of interacting people as we do, but the second Martian groups all the heads
together into one subautomaton and all the bodies into another. ...How is the � rst Martian
to convince the second that his representation is to be preferred? ...he would argue that
the interaction between the head and the body of the same person is closer than the
interaction between the diŒerent heads. ...when the meeting is over, the heads will stop
interacting with each other but will continue to interact with their respective bodies.
(McCarthy and Hayes 1969, p. 33)

Our experience in interacting with the world has led to the most appropriate
subdivision of continuous reality into individuals. The latter are most often continu-
ous in space and endure in time. Instead of reasoning with arrays of connected cells,
as is done, for example, in computer simulations of strain analysis or oil spill
movements, we select the more economical and more direct mode of reasoning with
individuals: the array on the tabletop is divided into individuals at the boundaries
where cohesion between cells is low; a spoon consists of all the material which moves
with the spoon when I pick it up and move it to a diŒerent location. This is obviously
more eŒective than eŒorts to reason about the content of each cell. In an ever-
changing world, individuals are typically formed in such a way that many of their
properties remain invariant over time, which further simpli� es reasoning. Animals
and most plants form individuals in a natural way.

The cognitive system operates very quickly in identifying objects with respect to
typical interactions. We see things as chairs or cups if they are presented in situations
where sitting or drinking are of potential interest. Under other circumstances, the
same physical objects may be seen as a box and a vase. The detection of ‘aŒordances’
of objects is immediate and not a product of conscious reasoning. The identi� cation
of aŒordances implies a breakup of the world into objects: the objects are what we
can interact with (Gibson 1979).

Cognitive science has demonstrated that small infants as early as three months
have a tendency to group what they observe in terms of objects and to reason in
terms of objects. It has been shown that animals do the same. Most of the eŒorts of
our cognitive system to structure the world into objects are unconscious and it is
not possible for us to scrutinize them. There are a number of well-known eŒects
where the same image is interpreted in diŒerent ways, for example, the well known
Necker-cube which can be seen as cube or a corner, but not both at once. But such
examples are rare. The default process assigns objects univocally.

Humans have a limited set of interactions with the environment—� ve senses to
perceive it and operations like walking, picking up—and these operations are
common to all humans. Therefore the object structure—at least at the level of direct
interaction —is common to all humans and it provides the foundation on which to
build the semantics of common terms (LakoŒ1988). In general, the way individual
objects and object types are formed varies with the context, but is not arbitrary.
This commonality in the basic experiences of all humans gives su� cient grounding
for the semantics of everyday words, but also for establishing common ontologies.
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4.1. Consistency constraints for objects as invariants through operations
Ontologists suggest a subdivision of rules for objects into su� cient and necessary

conditions (OIL 2001). These rules describe properties which all objects must have
all the time; su� cient conditions are enough to determine the type of an entity,
necessary conditions are properties all objects of this type have, but it is not permitted
to deduce from these properties alone that an entity is of a particular type. This
relates to the categorization system proposed initially by Aristotle, which forms
categories based on properties of objects. Constitutive rules may, for example, state
that students are human beings, or that dogs are animals. Software support exists,
which deduces the constitutive rules for each entity from general, multi-level
descriptions.

The properties identi� ed in the constitutive rules are often the same properties
which are used to identify the objects—or at least should be very closely related to
them. Objects are formed to achieve simple invariants and a limited set of interactions
through operations. Unfortunately, it is not yet clear how the rules to form objects
and the operations applicable to these objects and the su� cient and necessary
conditions of ontologies interact.

Not all properties which seem to be natural candidates for such rules are really
constitutive. Dogs are often speci� ed as ‘can bark’, ‘have four legs’, etc., but from
such a set of attributes it does not follow that my neighbour’s dog, which lost a leg
in an accident, is no longer a dog.

The Aristotelian approach to categorization leads to practical problems. One
may de� ne birds as animals that can � y—considering � ying as a necessary property.
Modern linguistics and psychology generally assume that prototype eŒects make
some exemplars better examples for a class than others. A robin is a better example
for a bird than a penguin or an ostrich—the latter two kinds of birds both cannot
� y (Rosch 1973, 1978). Linguistic analysis suggests that the ways objects are struc-
tured are closely related to operations one can perform with them, and empirical
data support this (JackendoŒ1983, Fellbaum 1998).

Consistency constraints for objects which are considered radial categories must
allow gradual membership—perhaps fuzzy sets (Zadeh 1965) or rough sets (Worboys
1998) are the appropriate method for a formal treatment. It must be possible to
store entities which are in a class without having some of the necessary properties
(dogs with 3 legs, birds which cannot � y).

5. Social ontology
Human beings are social animals; language allows us to communicate and to

achieve high levels of social organization and division of labour. These social ins-
titutions are stable, evolve slowly and are not strongly observer dependent.
Conventionally � xed names for objects, but also much more complex arrangements
which are partially modelled according to biological properties, for example, the kin
system (Lévi-Strauss 1967), or property rights derived from physical possession, can
be re� ned and elaborated to the complex legal system of today’s society.

5.1. Consistency constraints for social ontologies are restricted to context
Following Searle’s approach, the social ontology is typically based on an assertion

which links a physical object X to a social meaning Y in a context Z: X counts as
Y in context Z (Searle 1995). The semantics of the socially constructed term (the Y
in Searle’s formula) is meaningful only in the context listed. Consistency constraints
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which may link the socially constructed term to the physical object are only valid
in this context, but not in others. It is therefore necessary to model the context in
the database and to restrict the consistency constraints to apply only to one or the
other context. For example, a consistency constraint may determine that an adult is
a person older than 18 years, but this must be limited to the context Switzerland,
whereas in Austria the corresponding consistency constraint is ‘older than 19 years’.

As long as databases contain only data from one country or a single company,
there is only a single context. Databases spanning multiple contexts must model for
each socially constructed object the context to select the correct consistency con-
straint. The design of a database for a global company, where administrative data
from all parts of the world were integrated to produce high-level management
information data, demonstrated the di� culty to decide what ‘full-time’ or ‘part-time’
employee were meaning in diŒerent countries; we could not see how to integrate
the data from diŒerent national subsidiaries—a special case of ‘intra-company’
interoperability.

Names
The types of proper and common names used in our various natural languages

are clearly the result of a social process: proper names are words used for individuals,
which identify objects in ways which are diŒerent from predicates to select individuals
based on a unique set of properties. Such socially agreed identi� ers seem to be a
property of the individual, because they exist outside of the observing agent. Pointing
out that ‘chien’, ‘Hund’ and ‘cane’ are equally good words to describe what in English
is called a dog, should make it clear that none of these names is more natural than
any other, and each is valid in its context. Examples for proper names and similar
identi� ers reach from names for persons and cities to license plates for cars; there
are also short-lived names created, like ‘my fork’, during a single dinner.

The translation of terms between diŒerent languages shows that the set of objects
covered in one language with one term does not correspond to a set of objects
covered with the (best translated) term in another language. Mark has discussed the
correspondence of terms for lakes and ponds in English, Spanish and French (Mark
1993). These diŒerences show when one attempts to translate consistency constraints
for lakes from English to French—not the same consistency constraints apply to
‘lake’ and ‘lac’!

Institutions created by social rules
Social systems construct rules for their internal organization (Berger and

Luckmann 1996), e.g. laws, rules of conduct and manners, ethics, etc. Such rules are
not only procedural (‘thou shalt not kill’), but often create new conceptual objects,
e.g. marriage (in contradistinction to cohabitation without social status) , adult person
(as a legal de� nition and not a biological criterion), and so on. Institutions are
extremely important in our daily life and appear to us as real; who would deny the
reality of companies, such as the Microsoft Corporation?

Much of what administration and therefore administrative databases deal with
are facts of law—the classi� cation of reality in terms of the categories of the law.
The ontology of these objects is de� ned by the legal system and is only loosely
related to the ontology of physical objects; for example, legal parcels behave in some
ways similar to liquids: one can merge them, but it is not possible to recreate the
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exact same parcels again without the agreement of the mortgage holders (Medak
1999, 2001).

The consistency constraints for legal objects are obviously restricted to the
validity of the corresponding law. In Austria, there are at least � ve diŒerent de� nitions
of forest; one of them does not require trees on the land! Consistency constraints
must therefore separate these words as polysemous (words with the same form, but
diŒerent meaning) and link each to the corresponding law. Further changes in laws—
which occur regularly— can change the context. The model of context must therefore
include temporal limits of the context (as well as spatial and thematic ones).

6. Ontology of cognitive agents
Cognitive agents, persons and organizations, have incomplete and partial know-

ledge of reality, but they use this knowledge to deduce other facts and make decisions
based on such deductions. Agents are aware of the limitations of the knowledge of
other agents; social games, social interaction and business are to a very large degree
based on the reciprocal limitations of knowledge. Game theory explores rules for
behaviour under conditions of incomplete knowledge (Neumann and Morgenstern
1944, Davis 1983, Baird et al. 1994 ).

The knowledge possessed by a person or an organization increases over time,
but it lags necessarily behind the changes on the side of reality. Decisions are made
based on this not quite up-to-date knowledge. Fairness dictates that the actions of
agents are judged not with respect to perfect knowledge, but rather with respect to
the incomplete knowledge the agent had or should have had if he had shown due
diligence. Sometimes the law protects persons who have no knowledge of certain
facts. The popular saying is ‘Hindsight is 20/20’ or ‘it is easy to be wise after the event’.

A fundamental aspect of modern administration is the concept of an audit:
administrative acts must be open to inspection so that it can be established whether
they were performed according to the rules and regulations. Audits must be based
on the knowledge available to the agent, not on the facts discovered later. For audits
it must therefore be possible to reconstruct the knowledge which an agent, for
example, in public administration, had at a certain time. This leads to the bi-temporal
perspectives usually diŒerentiated in a database: the time a fact becomes true in the
world and the time the agent acquires knowledge of this fact (Snodgrass 1992).

6.1. Consistency constraints to enforce similarity in operation of employees
If an agent is formed by a number of autonomous sub-agents, i.e. a corporation

or public agency, which acts through its employees, then consistency rules are
necessary to express the agency’s common understanding of reality and they serve
to enforce that the agency’s view of the world is applied by each autonomous sub-
agent (i.e. employee).

If a database contains the viewpoints of diŒerent autonomous agents, then it
becomes very di� cult to understand when the knowledge of two agents is contradict-
ory. It is obvious that diŒerent agents have diŒerent knowledge, even concerning the
same objects. When can one say that the knowledge of one agent is inconsistent? If
two agents report physical observations, for example, the length of a road, then with
some margin of error, the values should agree (see §3 for discussion on observation
errors). If the two agents report judgments, for example, about the hospitality
encountered in a village, one must not expect values to be similar, not even correlated.
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7. Computational model of a tiered ontology
The design of the tiered ontology is oriented towards the construction of a

computational model and this makes it well suitable to deal with consistency
constraints.

Misunderstandings and terminological di� culties in various texts on ontology,
but also the problems experienced with diŒerences in the interpretation of terms
have led us to investigate computational models which reduce our reliance on natural
language terminology. Algebras de� ne terms up to an isomorphism without regress
to other, previously de� ned terms, which is exactly what is necessary to de� ne the
behaviour of objects in the real world or their simulated behaviour in an information
system. We should have, as far as possible, an isomorphism between real world and
information system. The two realms, real world and information, are connected by
the experience of the agent interacting with the world based on his knowledge.

Certain parts of the ontology have been translated into computational models
in a multi-agent setting (Weiss 1999). Multi-agent systems, the way we use them, are
systems in which we simulate agents, including their bodies and perceptual and
cognitive systems, in a simulated world. We have completed one such simulation in
which one agent explores a simpli� ed city and then draws a map, which is later used
by another agent to navigate (� gure 2). We have also completed a simulation for
social reality (Bittner, in preparation) , wherein the meanings of terms like ‘ownership’
and ‘land’ are de� ned. Agents then follow the rules of real estate law in dealing with
the simulation. It seems possible to construct a computational model of the complete
� ve tiers of the ontology in this framework.

The models we have built are formally checked for completeness of descriptions,
i.e. that all parts which are used to de� ne a concept are in turn de� ned somewhere
else in terms of a very simple set of primitives. Checking that the types of inputs
and outputs correspond—which can be done automatically—gives additional con-
� dence that the model is logically consistent (Milner 1978, Jones 1994). Running the
computational model � nally allows us to test whether the model re� ects correctly
the intended behaviour. We found the public domain functional language Haskell
(Peterson et al. 1996) extremely useful for constructing such models.

8. Conclusions
In today’s world of networked information systems, the clari� cation of the

ontological bases used to collect and manage data becomes ever more important.
Questions of interoperability (Goodchild et al. 1998) are very often essentially ontolo-

Figure 2. An agent producing a map and another agent using a map for navigation (Frank
2000).
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gical questions, especially the integration of database schema and consistency con-
straints from diŒerent sources. In this environment practical ontologies—ontologies,
which work—become necessary. They can help us to understand how to integrate
data from diŒerent sources into a single system. In this contribution the special issue
of consistency constraints as a method to eliminate erroneous data during input or
integration was related to ontological diŒerences. The topic of constraints for data
integration will be further explored in the REVIGIS project (REVIGIS 2000).

We have sketched a program of a tiered ontology, where diŒerent approaches
are used on each tier. We follow an empirical approach, and integrate diŒerent ways
of forming an ontology to achieve a practically useful solution. This tiered ontology
clari� es the diŒerent types of consistency constraints applicable in databases which
attempt to describe the real world. Our experiments so far suggest that computational
models for ontology are possible, and that consistency constraints can be integrated
in this model in a much more diŒerentiated way than possible previously.

The diŒerent tiers separate diŒerent types of consistency constraints:

The limitations imposed by the physical world are restrictions which are
observed by all objects. They may, however, be more or less approximated
and thus diŒerent formulations are possible and it may be necessary to select
a less approximated formula. We show here the well-known, but not necessarily
relevant, example of addition of relative velocity, comparing the standard
Newtonian mechanics with the relativistic formulae using Lorenz
transformations.
Observations are necessarily with some observation error. Consistency does
not exclude two measurements as contradicting, as long as the contradiction
is within the limits of the measurement error. To collect systematically observa-
tions and to reliably integrate them, logical consistency constraints are not
su� cient. We have proposed to use measurement-based systems (Buyong et al.
1991, Buyong 1992, Haunold et al. 1997 ).
Socially constructed reality is valid only within a context. The consistency
constraints are therefore applicable only for the context and the database must
model context. Context may be restricted to single law texts and may have
temporal limits in the duration during which a speci� c form of a law is valid.
The knowledge collected by cognitive agents is not necessarily consistent. There
are numerous examples for people holding contradictory beliefs about the
world, often without any negative eŒects. If the cognitive agent is an organiza-
tion with sub-agents acting for it, i.e. having employees, then consistency
constraints are necessary to assure that the data is collected and represented
according to the rules � xed for the agency.

In general, it seems that context should be added to databases. This was suggested
by Andreas Reuter in his keynote for EDBT 2000; he was confronted with the
problem of constructing a database with the results of biochemical experiments.
Communities of researchers hold incompatible views and data is consistent only
within such research communities. Consistency constraints—at least the ones con-
cerning socially constructed facts or the ones applicable to knowledge bases—can
be represented as beliefs of diŒerent agents.
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